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hile the design of most full-length
books of verse from the “mainstream” publishers rarely influences the way we read them, poetry pamphlets invite us to be affected by how they
look and feel. They want to be collected as
much as read; there will be fewer poems
for your pound, but these are likely to be
presented distinctively, even eccentrically.
Acacia Feelings (an edition of 170) offers
economically lyrical versions of the seven
surviving poems of Pao Ling-hui – a female
Sung dynasty poet, translated here by Harry
Gilonis – hand-printed and bound with a red
thread. At eight pages, 16x11cm each, it is by
far the tiniest title under review. Crater –
which has just won the 2011 Michael Marks
Award for “outstanding UK publisher of
poetry in pamphlet form” – is not alone
among pamphlet publishers in using size to
draw the eye. Of the books considered here,
most are stapled, a handful perfect bound.
There are unusual fonts, coloured endpapers,
wrap-around cover photos. A couple dispense with page numbers; another leaves
every verso verseless. Several include illustrations and one has a fold-out map.
None of this has any bearing on the quality
of the poetry, but it explains why experienced
poets might choose to bypass magazine publication and postpone a full collection. The
pamphlet or chapbook is an attractive option
for the hard-to-place long or middle-length
poem or for the self-contained sequence. Tim
Liardet’s Priest Skear (in Shoestring’s dimpled, rust-coloured livery) is in the best tradition: substantial in both content and design,
centred on a fine twelve-part poem about the
drowned Morecambe Bay cockle-pickers, its
sections alternating between “They come up”
and “They go down” like the tide itself. On
either side of “Priest Skear” are complementary pieces – one about an ancient Chinesefaced coconut shy, one called “The Ghost
of the Chinese Laundry on Threadneedle
Street”, others imagining the experience of
drowning. Liardet’s ease with the narrative,
elegiac, lyrical, even satirical mode is
matched by his rare assurance with linebreaks.
The publisher of the long-established
magazine Acumen produces “occasional
pamphlets”, compactly and stylishly printed,
often with a West Country connection.
Devon-based Helen Ashley’s Ways of Saying
is Number Seventeen in the series. Unlike
Liardet’s, these poems do not appear to have
been “tested” in print before. They are strong
(one of the best may be the only poem in English about Bohuslav Martin+) but inconsistent, tending to veer to the sentimental, to the
soft-focus finale, something that might not
have mattered in the context of a magazine.
Claire Crowther’s Mollicle, on the other
hand, from Nine Arches Press, whose pamphlets are things of beauty, is the collection
of a poet whose work is fully achieved and
anything but conventional – unless to learn
from Alice Oswald, Selima Hill and Gillian
Allnutt is convention. Twenty-one poems
are enough to show Crowther’s variousness,
her delight in language. Sometimes phrasemaking obstructs syntax, but there are distin-
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guished poems, such as “The Alices”, her
remastering of “Jabberwocky” (“I said he
was brillig and I meant it”), or “Captured
Women”, which describes a room of “drawings / Of women with their mouths tight /
Shut”:
The jib of them, their hissing sound
Like woodpeckers or worried finches
Considering a swing at the seeds
Before flight from the sparrowhawk:
“Why do we hang here while you stand?
Why don’t we go? Why don’t we go?”

Nine Arches have recently issued pamphlets by Ruth Larbey, 2011 Gregory Award
winner Tom Chivers and David Hart (the latter’s bustling Birmingham cantos, vibrantly
written and illustrated, a reminder of the pamphlet’s frequent loyalty to location) and they
deserve recognition. Surprisingly, Oystercatcher, which has received it, in the form of
last year’s Michael Marks Award, only manages something very basic for Richard Moorhead’s dictionary-definition-style vegetable
poems. These are all cast in the same mould
as “blueberry”:

Smokestack Books (not to be confused with
Flarestack, below) have produced a trim
small-format volume for this homage in
rhyme royal, whose form and manner echo
Auden’s own “Letter to Lord Byron”. Thompson remarks that “the form this letter’s in
is one that few / Adopt today”, but John
Haynes’s recent book-length You initiated
the royal restoration (to rather different
effect). Thompson has just the right temperament for this endeavour, which is to update
Auden on the latest version of “modern”. It’s
fascinating to note the rhymes that would not
have been available to the Master: risk/hard
disk, LCD screen/cuisine, Internet/television
set, cheap airfares/timeshares. They aren’t
always spot-on, but nor were Auden’s – and

n (1) owl pellet
swollen with
fairy bile; (2) goose
tumour stitched
with burdock; (3) jar
of seal eyes, lustrous
when wet . . .

Twenty-one pages of this may feel like too
unvaried a diet, but Moorhead is witty, his
words chime and echo. The Reluctant Vegetarian is an undeniably original experiment
in hooked-on imagism.
The Rialto magazine is following Acumen’s example, designing its new Bridge
series to “cross the gap between magazine
and book publication”. Peter Sansom’s The
Night is Young is lovely to look at and to handle, larger in format, allowing plenty of open
space. Sansom has perfected the conversational (rather than the conversation) poem, a
rueful wit carbonating the lyrical flow, just as
his “Pop Bottle” does, sitting on the opposite
page to “River”: “I love to paddle back / forty
years, more, in the hurry-shallows / among
the pebbles . . .”. Youth is, in all senses,
his capital: school, warehouse work, best
friends, the moon landing. Desolate landscapes appeal to him (Antarctica, the Cairngorms, a station buffet, an abandoned corner
of Sheffield), and the favoured mode is a troubled pastoral: “It’s a kind of trespass, I know,
thinking this, / because I can walk on and
unthink it, which I do, / among the identical
miles of trees, the mountains seen now / from
a bend in the road, their lunar tracks and
tarns, / the bivouacs of bright surviving
snow”.
Pamphlets attract a certain class of subject:
the Famous Poet is a favourite. Shakespeare’s Last Drink, for example, by the
Northern Irish writer Shaun Traynor is a
six-page poem (recto only), which, veering
towards bathos, never really rises to its occasion or lives up to its very attractive booklet
from Hearing Eye. N. S. Thompson’s Letter
to Auden, by contrast, runs to fifty pages.

The cover of Amorous Greetings, a
pamphlet by Gael Turnbull (32pp.
Mariscat Press. £5. 978 0 946588 58 9)
one has to admire Ischia/riskier/friskier. The
pace of poetic opining never slackens
through more than 150 stanzas: here is a
sharp awareness of contemporary mores, the
sparkiest of intellects, yet never so obscure as
to offend Lord Byron, whose spirit presides
(“Where was I? Ah yes . . .”). Thompson covers all the topics on the Clapham omnibus
from global warming to the Eurovision Song
Contest, and while this kind of thing has been
done before, by, for example, James Merrill
and John Fuller, Thompson does it well.
Letter to Auden is at root a critique of its
addressee as poet and man, although Thompson waxes more autobiographical towards
the end, explaining how he once “Inhabited
the flat at Casa Guidi / During the years when
Italy was drowning / In violence, terrorism
and quite needy / Of some stability; if it was
seedy, / As a writer I enjoyed my first success
/ With several pieces for the TLS”.
Flarestack and tall-lighthouse are both
small presses that incline to the experimental
in content, and whose booklets have a suave
contemporary look to them, the former with a
matt finish, large, elegant silver lettering for
the titles, poems in Garamond, securely and
discreetly stapled. Mario Petrucci’s Nights,
Sifnos, Hands extracts three sections from a
planned thousand-poem modernist sequence.
Anything by Petrucci is worth pausing for,
although readers allergic to the Black Moun-

tain should beware “Sifnos”: “let this apple //
fall more gravid to / tongue – that zest of /
orange snatch & // spangle through sin- / us
as if mica shredded / through my waters . . .”.
Laura Seymour is a Cambridge poet and it
shows: but while her language in Herb
Robert threatens to fracture under its own
weight, her senses are powerfully attentive,
and occasionally moonlight steals from
the clouds: “‘And when she dies, will she
become a seed-pearl / in the night sky, like a
necklace belonging to her / cast down?’ The
lost sequential necessity of words. / Not that
she ever wore any”. Of the tall-lighthouse
poets, whose books are tall and thin as the
name suggests, with just enough of a spine
to print on, boldly coloured endpapers
and arresting covers, Nii Ayikwei Parkes is
the more avant-garde. His “ballast” poems,
which speculate on how the slave trade might
have been converted to balloon travel, are
ambitious, playful, vivid, energetic, but ironically weighed down by that very “plethora of
ideas” mentioned in the blurb. There are no
such caveats regarding Simon Pomeroy’s
thirteen poems, deftly chosen, in The Stream.
There is a religious yearning here, but also
we find a study of a butcher boy and the savagery of translated Seneca. What impresses
most is the virtuosity with which Pomeroy
handles a rich, often polysyllabic diction.
“The Martinmas Moon” describes an apple
tree in the garden of a dead friend: “the still
tree / stripped of apple kingdoms, apple vestiges, / ambassadorial at the ritual downfall”.
Sure proof of the pamphlet’s resurgence
is the Arts Council-funded Faber series
showcasing new (i.e. young) poets. Joe
Dunthorne has already had some success
with his debut novel, but his poetry is outstanding. From the first quatrains we know
we are in safe hands, and by “Cave Dive” he
has shown that he can capture and place
precisely remembered detail (“his father’s
unmapped nostrils”) in the best modern
way. Both his and Sam Riviere’s work are
genuinely experimental; Dunthorne is funny
too – in “Workshop Dream” he imagines
“All poets lived in one low-rise resort . . . .
Inside, Koch was cooking breakfast, / a Faber
editor was applying after-sun”. Moscowborn Annie Katchinska – still only twenty –
has a fine ear, and listens as much as she
looks. “Everywhere I go I hear brass bands”
she writes, just before “Crash”; “Fairytale” is
“a night / of carousels, of children clutching
hymnbooks”; then we read “Often, pretending to sleep, I hear my father / in the next
room, importantly flicking his books”. Perhaps it all comes back to the sound of “a
weird surname”, which Katchinska sees as
her “fate”. Indeed, most of the young Faber
poets turn on themselves (“Sam, I know
you’d never do that”, “Joe, our time is up” )
and Riviere’s longest piece is “Myself
Included”, droll, knowing, busy as a laptop:
the Growth of a Poet’s Image. Riviere can do
intimacy (“Paris”, “Love Story”), intricacy
(the single sentence of “The Aquarium”) and
a range of registers, from documentary
(“This was the first time we’d heard a Neanderthal sing”) to confessional, to something
more clinical: “She has ordered quail, and

probes the shreds of rich meat / from between
the nest of bones”.
Tom Warner seems to be trying a different
kind of poetry from his stablemates. There
are echoes of the so-called Apocalyptic
School; he toys with hyperbole (“the piled
volcanoes of histories darken”). His is a less
urban aesthetic as he considers “the greatest
thing we did / was toss an apple core from
a car” and ponders the risks of mushroompicking. There is a rabbit, a nest, a clifftop,
and a mole poem that Edmund Blunden
might have admired, though Ted Hughes’s
pike still has its jaws round “Perfect”:
Perfect; last night’s velvet purse, with
clumsy clasps,
carelessly dropped by arms wrapped in arms.
Or, kneeling closer, the barrel-bodied hostess
in her fur coat,
her mouth relaxed to a smudge of rouge,
repugnant, sleeping off the garden party in
the garden.

While it is mostly the young we encounter
in this format, in what are usually their first
publications, the “late pamphlet” has become
something of a convention too. Anthony
Thwaite, now in his eighties, gives us fourteen new poems in a sturdy Enitharmon edition. A sad bell tolls throughout – age, loss,
memory, “letting go” – but Thwaite’s formal
control, like his dignity, never wavers; no
grumbling, simply (and quite unsentimentally) “Walking the boundaries as day by
day / Light ebbs away; / Sorting old papers,
collecting kindling-wood; / Trying to make
good / What’s left, not knowing when the
time will be / All these will have left me”.
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Pomegranate juice
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t is easy to forget, reading Harry Mathews’s first collection of poetry in nearly
twenty years, that he is now eighty years
old. More than ever, his writing is imbued
with a childlike sense of wonder at both language and the world it can conjure, though
always tinged with poignancy, with the transience of both words and things. Mathews is
perhaps better known as a novelist (My Life
in CIA, 2005; The Journalist, 1994) than as a
poet, and his poetry likes to become as proselike as possible, though The New Tourism
only includes a single prose poem. His favourite tool is not metaphor, which (however
vivid) always abstracts from reality, but
rather description, as precise but also as
minute as possible. Not that his poems are
entirely free from obscurity, but always
because of an excess of concreteness rather
than through the presence of any vagueness
or high-flown rhetoric. He is expert at constructing long, sinuous sentences that at any
given moment seem entirely literal in their
import yet wind up at such an unexpected distance from where they started that the very
structure of the sentence seems to take on figurative force – a sort of syntactic metalepsis.
At the same time, Mathews (who is one of
the few non-French members of OULIPO) in
common with his fellow Oulipians loves to
set himself unlikely formal challenges, for
instance writing a sestina in which one of the
six repeated words is “pomegranate”; it’s
true, as he writes at the beginning of that
poem, “Waiting for Dusk”, that “Whoever in
the span of his life is confronted by the word
‘pomegranate’ / will experience a mixture of
feelings” – at least if one is a poet trying to
imagine how to use the word seven times in
thirty-nine lines or a reader facing the prospect of seeing whether the poet can pull it
off.
Mathews’s surprising, sometimes congenially bumpy solutions to such technical problems may give the reader the illusion of
encountering a sort of motorized toy made of
words that, once the poet has set it up, winds
through a series of turns mechanically, with
no further need of authorial intervention.
Nothing could be further from the truth, of
course: the effectiveness of Mathews’s verse
is dependent entirely on the word-by-word or
phrase-by-phrase choices that, like his largescale formal tactics, often smack of the arbitrary or illogical yet leave a strong aftertaste
of sense. In “Waiting for Dusk” the speaker
meets up with a friend who suddenly “puts
on his mask, made of mirror- / like chromed
metal”; a few stanzas later Simon “has taken
off his mask; it has left on his face / a stripe
or two like accidental marks of his real pain
but that in a face spell / nothing but themselves”. At first one wonders whether this
inexplicable mask (in a poem whose other
details are quite naturalistic) isn’t a sort of
Martian description of some ordinary object
– maybe a motorcycle helmet; but eventually
one accepts that in this poem, friends sometimes wear mirrored masks.
Not for nothing has Mathews titled one
poem “Ptyx”, after Mallarmé’s famous
nonce-word of undisclosed significance, a
“curio of sonorous vacancy” (“aboli bibelot
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d’inanité sonore”). Thus, the book’s opening
poem, “Butter and Eggs”, is to all appearances a series of five descriptions of ways to
cook eggs, followed by instructions for making the clarified butter recommended for use
in the first section; you could use these as recipes, though they are far more detailed than
cookbook recipes usually are. If you want to
read them as little allegories for the artificial
process of turning words into poems, that’s
your privilege. The poet doesn’t insist on it,
and only the fact that it would be so odd to
make a deadpan “didactic poem” (as it is subtitled) about something as mundane as the
proper use of dairy products suggests that
some unspoken subtext must be present. But
this ulterior meaning is no more visible in the
poem than are the milk solids that have been
skimmed off the clear oil from the butter that
henceforth “will not turn rancid and, heated
to high temperatures, / never brown or burn;
it is the word ‘blessing’ clarified”. Never has

a plea for poésie pure, if that’s what this is,
been sealed in such a deliberately unpoetic
and impure container. The effect is unnerving. In Mathews’s poetry, limpidity and
enigma become synonymous.

